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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the PeerAccess framework for reasoning about
authorization in open distributed systems, and shows how a parameterization of the framework can be used to reason about access
to computational resources in a grid environment. The PeerAccess framework supports a declarative description of the behavior
of peers that selectively push and/or pull information from certain
other peers. PeerAccess local knowledge bases encode the basic
knowledge of each peer (e.g., Alice’s group memberships), its policies governing the release of each possible piece of information to
other peers, and information that guides and limits its search process when trying to obtain particular pieces of information from
other peers. PeerAccess proofs of authorization are verifiable and
nonrepudiable, and their construction relies only on the local information possessed by peers and their parameterized behavior with
respect to query answering, information push/pull, and information release policies (i.e., no omniscient viewpoint is required). We
present the PeerAccess language and peer knowledge base structure, the associated formal semantics and proof theory, and examples of the use of PeerAccess in constructing proofs of authorization to access computational resources.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]:
Security and Protection; D.4.6 [Operating Systems]: Security and
Protection - Access Control

General Terms
Security, Languages, Theory

Keywords
P2P systems, distributed authorization, logical signature, sticky policies, release policies, proof hints

1.

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Authorization approaches for distributed systems where resources
are accessed across organizational boundaries have become a topic
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of industrial and research interest in recent years, with reputation
systems and trust negotiation emerging as two particularly interesting research directions ([3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 22, 23, 24,
25], to mention just a few). In attempting to build and deploy an authorization system based on trust negotiation for a particular open
system (shared access to high-performance computing resources),
we found that the theory developed for authorization in open systems did not include all the features that we needed to reason about
the runtime behavior of the system, or to account for all the actions
that parties in the system needed to take at run time. The need was
particularly acute in the area of reasoning about helpful third parties at run time, such as information brokers, credential and policy
repositories, and third-party authorization services. A peer Alice
may need to contact several such parties as she attempts to construct a proof that she is authorized to use a particular service, and
she needs a principled way to determine who to contact, what to ask
for, what kind of answers to expect, and when to give up. She needs
a way to explain who she is and why she is asking for help, as her
intended purpose may determine whether a third party is willing to
help her, or may influence the answer that it gives her. Alice also
needs a way to set limits on what can be done with the personal information that she gives out, and to determine what she is allowed
to do with the information that others give to her. She also needs
to be able to filter out incoming information and queries that are of
no interest to her (e.g., spam and porn). She needs to be able to
interact successfully with parties that push information to her, and
with parties that she must query to get information.
Other researchers have examined many of the separate aspects
of this problem. For example, [2] studies the problem of creating
distributed proofs under an information pull paradigm, when all
peers cooperate to the maximum extent possible. The authors of
[18] study the problem of finding needed credentials at run time,
and propose a solution based on credential typing (e.g., query the
issuer to find a certain kind of credential). Other papers [1, 10]
present a runtime system for constructing distributed proofs of authorization, given authoritative information on where to go to find
needed credentials. In a similar way, in [3, 4, 13, 14] policies encode information about where to go to find certain needed facts.
These and the other works cited above study useful pieces of the
picture, but we found that the separate pieces often did not fit together to form a solution to our real-world situation. For example,
real-world peers do not exhaustively try to answer all queries they
receive, as in [2]. A peer may behave quite differently depending on who is asking for help and why they are asking for help.
We wanted a way to talk about sticky policies [15] (release policies that are permanently attached to the information they protect),
but also wanted to be able to describe non-sticky policies within
the same open system. In [1], credentials have sticky release poli-

cies, and those policies are propagated to all conclusions derived
using those credentials. This interesting approach will be too restrictive for many situations, and it is embedded into the syntax of
the language, making it hard to change. A type-based credential
discovery system, as in [18], is not flexible enough to model the
evolving behavior of credential and authorization servers in computational grids, where there is often no visible relationship between
the party whose signature Alice wishes to have on a fact and the
party Alice must go to to obtain that signature. In [3, 4, 10, 13],
information on where to obtain each credential is expressed by labeling each credential occurrence in a policy with exactly one peer.
Credential location hints are affixed inside the policy and must be
replicated in each rule, although the strategy for finding a credential often depends on the credential class and not on the rule where
the credential is referred to—a kind of replication that may introduce errors. In general, decoupling access control policies from
negotiation-related decisions such as credential fetching strategies,
release policies, etc., seems a good policy engineering principle,
and a step towards declarative negotiation control. Close to our
work, [21] proposes a logic based formulation that supports delegatable authorizations; [7] adopts a metapolicy-based approach as
in our paper. However, neither of them considers such features
as sticky policies, credential discovery, or exposure issues. We
know of no preexisting approach that allows one to reason about
the runtime behavior of a very diverse set of peers, some of whom
push information, some pull information, and some mix the two
paradigms. Further, preexisting work did not consider potential interactions between various features (e.g., sticky policies on hints
about where to go to obtain information about sticky policies).
In this paper, we propose the PeerAccess framework, which provides an infrastructure and language to model and reason about distributed authorization in open systems. As the framework is broad
and generic, we only present an instantiation of it that is suitable
for use in reasoning about access to a grid of computational resources. We introduce the architecture and describe the language
in section 2, then present PeerAccess knowledge bases in section
3, release policies in section 4, semantics and fixpoint characterization in section 5, proof theory in section 6, proof hints and queries
in section 7, and finally conclude in section 8.

2.

FRAMEWORK AND LANGUAGE

The PeerAccess framework supports a possibly infinite set of
peers, each with its own separate knowledge base (KB) of policyrelated information (figure 1). Peers communicate with one another by pushing information in messages, or by pulling information through queries. The high-level behavior of each peer (i.e.,
what information it pushes and to whom, whose queries it tries to
answer, how hard it tries to answer them, and the kinds of answers it
gives) is determined by declarative event-condition-action rules for
that peer. The lower-level behavior of each peer is determined by
the contents of its KB, which include its own local knowledge and
information that it has received from others. Its KB includes tight
controls on what information it can send out or receive in messages,
and hints regarding what peers to contact for help if it is trying to
prove certain types of conclusions. At a high level, the language
for KBs and messages can be thought of as logic programs with
an open-world semantics, plus two modal operators related to the
says operator of BAN logic [8] (to provide nonrepudiation for message contents and justification of proof results), plus a sprinkling of
second-order constructs to allow declarative specification of information release policies and hints about how to construct proofs (but
without introducing high runtime complexity).
The PeerAccess policy language consists of a modal language—

called the base language—and a modal metalanguage, each with a
separate countable pool of variables. Roughly speaking, the base
language specifies basic access control policies and related rules;
the metalanguage specifies metapolicies that determine the dynamic
behavior of the system.
The base policy language is based on standard Datalog atoms,
built from a countably infinite supply of constants (to model open
domains). A distinguished subset of the constants, N , contains all
possible peer names. The set of predicates is application dependent. We italicize variable names, to distinguish them from constants, functions, and predicate names. At the base level, modal
atoms, called facts, are expressions of the form “P signs α” or
“P lsigns α”, where P ∈ N and α is a Datalog atom. A rule is
an expression f0 ← f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fn , where each fi is a fact and
n ≥ 0. Facts are special cases of rules, where n = 0. If f0 is
of the form “P signs α”, then the rule or fact is directly signed by
P ; otherwise, f0 has the form “P lsigns α” and the rule or fact is
logically signed by P . (We will omit the signatures on equality and
inequality atoms, since all peers agree on the truth of such atoms.)
In the metalanguage, the set of terms includes the metavariables
plus a distinct function name s̄ for each symbol s of the two languages (variables, constants, and logical connectives), satisfying
s̄¯ = s̄. In this way, each base or metaexpression e can be represented by a metaterm ē built with the naming functions. To enhance
readability, we shall simply write ē as e; the context will always
make clear whether e is playing the role of a term or a rule. The
(nonmodal) atoms of the metalanguage are built in the usual way
from metaterms and metapredicates. Facts are defined as above,
i.e., as modal metalanguage atoms. Rules have the same form
as above; their bodies may contain both base facts and metafacts,
while the head f0 must belong to the metalanguage. Variable instantiations must map each variable to a term of the same level, so
that every instance of a well-formed expression is well-formed, too.
Each peer has a separate knowledge base (figure 1) of facts,
rules, and received messages. Each KB contains the following finite sets of formulas, each described in detail in a later section:
1. Its base policies, which are rules over the base language.
2. All messages it ever received from other peers. Each message is a finite set of rules. (In this paper, we will not make
use of the set of messages sent by a peer.)
3. Its release policies, containing rules about release predicates.
4. Its hints for finding proofs, containing rules about the ‘find’
metapredicate.
5. Its exposure policies, which act as a firewall to restrict incoming and outgoing information. To conserve space, we
will not discuss exposure policies in this paper.
D EFINITION 1 (KB). A PeerAccess global KB P contains one
local KB for each peer:
P = {(j, Pj ) | j ∈ N }
where Pj is peer j’s local KB, i.e., the set of all messages it has
received and its base, release, and proof hint policies; and N is the
set of all peer names in the language.
We will omit “global” and “local” when referring to a KB, when
the context is clear.

Figure 1: PeerAccess architecture and KB structure. Unidirectional arrows indicate information pushed from one peer to another.
Bidirectional arrows indicate queries and responses.

3.

BASE POLICIES

Intuitively, the directly signed fact “Alice signs α” in Bob’s KB
means that Alice has asserted in a non-repudiable manner that α
holds at Alice—e.g., Alice has digitally signed α and sent out a
message whose contents have eventually made their way to Bob.
The logically signed fact “Alice lsigns α” in Bob’s KB means that
Bob has nonrepudiable evidence that leads to the conclusion that
Alice would be willing to digitally sign α, if shown this evidence.
The meaning of directly and logically signed rules is similar: Alice
sends her directly signed rule to Bob to convince him that the logically signed counterpart of the rule (created by replacing “signs” by
“lsigns” in the rule head) is true at Alice. We assume that whenever
Alice wants to send a message to Bob, she succeeds in sending the
message, Bob receives it successfully, and Bob is able to verify that
its contents have not been tampered with and were actually signed
by their reputed signers.
We present the formal semantics for signs and lsigns in Section
5; for the moment, it suffices to explain the three major characteristics of signs and lsigns that must hold in every KB interpretation
at every peer:
1. If a directly signed rule is true at a peer Alice, then its logically signed counterpart is also true at Alice.

Our running example models the behavior of the Community
Authorization Service (CAS) [19] under several different possible trust assumptions. CAS is a third-party authorization service
that simplifies the task of making a resource available on a highperformance computing grid, by offloading authorization reasoning from the resource manager to CAS. For example, consider the
shake table, an earthquake simulation device that is managed by
Bob, under the following possible scenarios.1

Example 1a. In this example, Bob owns and brokers all access
to the shake table, and makes and directly signs his own authorization decisions. In particular, Alice will be able to access the shake
table if “Bob signs auth(shaketable, Alice)” is true at Bob. Bob
may store a list of authorized users/groups internally, or he may
delegate his reasoning to CAS as follows:
Bob:
Bob lsigns auth(shaketable, X) ← CAS signs auth(shaketable, X)
Bob’s base policy says that he will give Alice access if he has a
statement directly signed by CAS, saying that Alice is authorized.
If Bob’s KB interpretation satisfies “Bob lsigns auth(shaketable,
Alice)”, then it also satisfies “Bob signs auth(shaketable, Alice)”.

Example 2a. Let us change Bob’s KB by one letter:
2. If facts f1 through fn and the logically signed rule f ←
f1 ∧ · · · ∧ f n are all true at a peer Alice, then f is also true
at Alice.
3. If a rule logically signed by Alice is true at Alice, then so is
its directly signed counterpart.
Before any peer has sent out any message, we require that each
local KB contain only self-signed statements. This ensures that if
Alice’s KB eventually contains a fact directly signed by Bob, then
Bob’s KB does also.

Bob:
Bob lsigns auth(shaketable, X) ← CAS lsigns auth(shaketable, X)
Now Bob wants a logical signature on CAS’s proof of authorization, rather than requiring a direct signature from CAS. In other
1
The examples will only be fully meaningful to the reader after
we have presented the PeerAccess formal semantics. Conversely,
the formal semantics will be very hard to follow unless the reader
has an intuition about what PeerAccess is trying to accomplish.
We resolve this impasse by presenting simple examples before the
semantics.

words, Bob is now asking for a proof that would convince CAS
that Alice is authorized to access the shake table. The pieces of the
proof need not come directly from CAS. For example, for greater
protection against attack, CAS could pre-sign its authorization-related
rules and facts off line, and push them to a repository CAS-DB that
does not have access to CAS’s private keys. Then CAS-DB’s base
policies and received messages can be as follows:
CAS-DB:
CAS signs auth(shaketable, X) ←
CAS signs authgroup(shaketable, G) ∧ CAS signs member(G, X)
CAS signs authgroup(shaketable, earthquake)
CAS signs member(earthquake, Alice)
To convince Bob that Alice can access the shake table, it suffices
to send Bob a message containing CAS-DB’s rule and facts. Once
Bob receives this message and incorporates its contents into his
KB, the three principles outlined earlier guarantee that CAS lsigns
auth(shaketable, Alice) is true at Bob.

Example 3a. If the body of CAS-DB’s rule uses ‘lsigns’ instead
of ‘signs’, then we have the possibility that the proof of group membership is defined by other rules:
CAS-DB:
CAS signs auth(shaketable, X) ←
CAS lsigns authgroup(shaketable, G) ∧ CAS lsigns member(G, X)
CAS signs member(G, X) ←
O lsigns member(G, X) ∧ CAS lsigns owner(G, O)
CAS signs authgroup(R, G) ←
O lsigns authgroup(R, G) ∧ CAS lsigns owner(R, O)
Here CAS is not responsible for maintaining the lists of current
group members or authorized groups. Instead this task is delegated
to the owners of each group and resource. The group owners may
have cached their signed group membership lists at CAS-DB, or
may provide them on demand to CAS-DB or to the group members,
as discussed later.

4.

RELEASE POLICIES

In PeerAccess, peers exchange information by sending messages
to one another. Every fact and rule that a peer Alice sends out in
a message must be true at Alice and must also be releasable. A
release policy signed by peer P gives the conditions under which
P thinks that it is permissible for a fact or rule φ to be sent in a
message from peer S to peer R. In this paper, we will consider
release policies over the srelease (sticky-release) predicate, which
take the following form, and its logically signed counterpart:
P signs srelease (φ, S, R) ← f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fn ,
where P , S, and R are peer names or variables; φ is a term over
the release policy language (e.g., a base rule or a proof hint (defined later)); and f1 through fn are facts, with n ≥ 0. Intuitively,
srelease semantics stipulate that a peer Alice can send peer Carla a
fact or rule φ directly signed by Bob if (1) φ is true at Alice, and (2)
“Bob lsigns srelease(φ, Alice, Carla)”, “Carla = Alice”, or “Carla
= Bob” is true at Alice. In other words, Alice can only send out
a formula signed by Bob if she is sending it to herself or to Bob,
or she can prove that Bob thinks that it is okay for her to send the
message out. Further, Alice can only send out facts and rules that
she believes to be true.
The srelease policies are sticky: the signer of a particular piece
of information retains control over its future dissemination to other

peers. (Of course, a malicious peer can choose to violate the conditions in a sticky policy, if it is not afraid of the potential legal
and social ramifications of doing so.) Sticky policies are desirable and even legally mandated in many situations, but other situations may require a graceful approach to declassification of information, or even stronger control over the use of released information (e.g., control over the dissemination of conclusions reached
by using that information). In the PeerAccess framework, additional release predicates can be defined to fit the needs of a particular set of peers, including limited forms of declassification and
the ability to spread rumors (lsigned and unsigned formulas) and
lies (formulas not true locally). For example, a direct but unsigned
communication “auth(Alice, shaketable)” from CAS might convince Bob that “CAS lsigns auth(Alice, shaketable)” is true, but
CAS could repudiate such a statement, and Bob would be unable
to use CAS’s message to convince a third party that “CAS lsigns
auth(Alice, shaketable)” is true. While these variations are interesting in their own right, in this paper we confine our attention to
the release of directly signed rules.
The three principles given earlier regarding the meaning of signatures on base facts and rules also apply directly to release facts
and rules. We also have two additional principles to govern the release of srelease policies. In general, release policies may contain
sensitive information and should not be indiscriminately released.
We do not allow the user to define explicit KB policies governing
the releasability of srelease policies, because srelease is intended to
be so simple to use that peers will never have to define such policies. Instead, the releasability of srelease formulas is defined by
two principles, which will be formalized later on. Oversimplifying
slightly, the first principle allows Alice to send Carla an srelease
rule φ that is directly signed by Bob if φ is true at Alice and φ’s
head is of the form “Bob signs srelease(α, Carla, -)”, where α is directly signed by Bob. The intuition is that if Bob authorizes Carla to
disseminate a piece of information, Bob should allow Carla to find
out that she is authorized to disseminate the information. A second
principle helps with longer dissemination chains: David can send
φ to Alice if φ is true at David, φ’s head has the form given above,
and David knows that Alice can send φ to Carla.
When a peer Alice receives a message, she checks to see whether
her exposure policies (not discussed in this paper) allow her to receive each rule in the message. She adds each receivable directly
signed rule to her set of received messages SAlice , and she adds the
logically signed counterpart of that rule to the appropriate section
of her knowledge base.
Let us revisit examples 1-3 to see the effect of release policies.

Example 1b. (Bob makes and signs his own authorization decisions for the resource he owns.) For Bob to be able to tell Alice
that she is authorized, Bob can use rules of the form:
Bob:
Bob lsigns srelease(Bob signs auth(X, Y ), Bob, Y )
Bob lsigns srelease(Bob signs auth(X, Y ), Y , X)
Bob’s first release fact says that he will release an authorization
decision to the principal who is authorized by that decision. This
allows Bob to tell Alice that she is authorized to access the shake
table. However, this may not be enough for Alice to be able to use
that authorization, e.g., if she has to present that authorization to
the shake table herself. To do so, Alice must know that Bob says
that it is okay for her to release his authorization decision to the
shake table. Bob’s second release fact accomplishes this goal. By
the principles given above, Bob can send a directly signed version
of his second release fact to Alice. If he sends her his authorization

decision and the release policy, her KB will contain:
Alice:
Bob signs auth(shaketable, Alice)
Bob signs srelease(Bob signs auth(X, Y ), Y , X)
At this point, Alice can access the shake table by sending it “Bob
signs auth(shaketable, Alice)”, because that formula is satisfied in
her interpretation and “Bob lsigns release(auth(shaketable, Alice),
Alice, shaketable)” is also.
While Bob’s proposed release rules are a good start, they are insufficient for use on the computational grids that CAS is designed
for. The problem is that on those grids, Alice delegates her authority to a subjob, which in turn delegates its authority to a subjob, and
so on, until eventually a subjob accesses the shake table. The rules
given above only allow Alice to give her decision directly to one
party, who cannot release it further. To allow Alice to release the
authorization to someone who could in turn release it again, Bob
can add the following rule to his release policies:
Bob lsigns srelease(Bob signs auth(X, Y ), Z, W ) ← Z 6= Bob
The principles outlined earlier imply that Bob can release this new
release policy to anyone. If the policy is too generous for Bob’s
tastes, he could add restrictions on the recipient W to the body of
the rule, e.g., W must be a member of NeesGrid, a friend of Bob,
a proxy of Alice, etc. He could even require that he himself certify
the property in question, e.g., Bob lsigns member(NeesGrid, W ).
Any such restrictions in the policy will also limit the set of peers
that Bob can disclose the policy to.
One weakness of this version of Bob’s release policies is that
he does not allow Alice to impose her own additional controls on
who is allowed to see “Bob signs auth(shaketable, Alice)”. If the
shake table were a sensitive resource, Alice might not want her
authorization to be released to just anyone. To fix this problem,
Bob can replace his third release policy by the following:
Bob:
Bob lsigns srelease(Bob signs auth(X, Y ), Z, W ) ←
Z 6= Bob ∧ Y lsigns condRelease(Bob signs auth(X, Y ), Z, W )
Here Bob’s original srelease condition, Z 6= Bob, has been augmented with a second condition that says that the authorized principal (e.g., Alice) must also agree that Bob’s statement can be released from peer Z to peer W . With this additional restriction,
“Bob signs auth(shaketable, Alice)” can only be sent to additional
peers when both Bob and Alice agree that it can be sent.
Even this new version of Bob’s release policies might not satisfy
Alice, who might wish to unilaterally impose additional release
constraints of her own on the information from Bob that passes
through her hands. For example, if Bob is a child and Alice is his
mother, Bob might be willing to pass his own information on to
anyone. To protect her family’s privacy, however, Alice may wish
to limit the further disclosure of Bob’s information, at least in the
case where that information has passed through her hands. Peers
can impose such controls if we employ a release predicate with
more restrictive semantics than srelease.
Let us now loosen the restriction that Bob makes his own authorization decisions, and have Bob delegate part of that task to CAS.
To accomplish this, we add two additional rules to Bob’s KB:
Bob:
Bob lsigns auth(shaketable, X) ← CAS signs auth(shaketable, X)
Bob lsigns srelease(Bob signs auth(shaketable, X) ←
CAS signs auth(shaketable, X), Z, W )

Bob publicly declares that he relies on CAS for his authorization
decisions. His first release policy allows him to send his rule to
Alice when she wants to access the shake table. When Alice obtains releasable evidence from CAS that she is authorized to access
the shake table (i.e, “CAS signs auth(shaketable, Alice)”, along
with “CAS signs srelease (CAS signs auth(R, X), Y, Z)”), she can
present the fact “CAS signs auth(shaketable, Alice)” to Bob along
with his delegation rule. (She can present the rule to him because
he signed it. So, she can send the rule back to Bob even though he
does not send her a copy of his release policy for the rule.) CAS’s
fact and Bob’s rule together imply that Bob lsigns auth(shaketable,
Alice), so Bob should be convinced that Alice can access the shake
table. At this point, “Bob lsigns auth(shaketable, Alice)” is true at
Bob, from which it follows that “Bob signs auth(shaketable, Alice)” is also true at Bob. Further, Bob’s original release policy
shows that the authorization “Bob signs auth(shaketable, Alice)”
can be released to Alice. Bob can also send Alice his conditional
release rule, which lets Alice do anything she likes with the authorization that he gives her.

Example 2b. In this case, CAS has delegated its authorization
tasks to CAS-DB, and Bob wants to see a proof from CAS that
Alice can access the shake table:
Bob:
Bob lsigns auth(shaketable, X) ← CAS lsigns auth(shaketable, X)
Bob lsigns srelease(Bob signs auth(shaketable, X) ←
CAS lsigns auth(shaketable, X), Y , Z)
CAS-DB:
CAS signs auth(shaketable, X) ←
CAS signs authgroup(shaketable, G) ∧ CAS signs member(G, X)
CAS signs authgroup(shaketable, earthquake)
CAS signs member(earthquake, Alice)
If we adopt the same approach to release rules as in Example 1b,
then CAS-DB would have the release policy “CAS signs srelease(CAS
signs auth(R, X), Y, Z)”. This is not helpful, as CAS-DB cannot
derive any facts of the form “CAS signs auth(R, X)”; CAS-DB can
only derive logically signed authorizations. CAS needs to authorize
CAS-DB to release all the details of the proof, so that CAS-DB can
convince others that it is faithfully mirroring CAS’s reasoning:
CAS-DB:
CAS signs srelease(CAS lsigns auth(shaketable, X) ← CAS signs
authgroup(shaketable, G) ∧ CAS signs member(G, X), Y, Z)
CAS signs srelease(CAS signs authgroup(X, G), Z, W )
CAS signs srelease(CAS signs member(G, Y ), Z, W )
For brevity, we have set up these three release policies so that everything is publicly releasable. In practice, CAS would probably
prefer to be less trusting of CAS-DB, and only authorize CAS-DB
to release Alice’s membership credential to Alice, while still allowing Alice to release it to anyone she chooses. Similarly, CAS
might choose to limit the initial release of authgroup(shaketable,
earthquake) to members of the earthquake group. CAS could also
limit the initial release of its delegation rule so that CAS-DB can
only give it to authorized shake table users, if desired. We will not
write out these more restrictive rules here, because Example 1b has
already shown how to write such policies.
To convince Bob that Alice can access the shake table, it suffices
for Alice to send Bob a message containing CAS-DB’s base rule
and base facts, from which it follows that CAS lsigns auth(shaketable,
Alice). Alice does not need to send release policies for CAS-DB’s
rules and facts, because Bob does not release them further. Because

Bob directly signs his own conclusions, he can send out that conclusion regardless of the sticky policies on the information he used
to reach that conclusion.

Example 3b. In this example, CAS does not maintain the lists of
current group members. CAS-DB has the three base rules defined
earlier, a sprinkling of cached facts, and release policies from CAS
authorizing public dissemination of the rules:
CAS-DB:
CAS signs auth(shaketable, X) ←
CAS lsigns authgroup(shaketable, G) ∧ CAS lsigns member(G, X)
CAS signs member(G, X) ←
O lsigns member(G, X) ∧ CAS lsigns owner(G, O)
CAS signs authgroup(R, G) ←
O lsigns authgroup(R, G) ∧ CAS lsigns owner(R, O)
CAS signs owner(earthquake, earthquakeOwner)
CAS signs owner(shaketable, Bob)
earthquakeOwner signs member(earthquake, Alice)
Bob signs authgroup(shaketable, earthquake)
CAS signs srelease(CAS signs auth(shaketable, X) ← CAS lsigns
authgroup(shaketable, G) ∧ CAS lsigns member(G, X), Y , Z)
CAS signs srelease(CAS signs member(G, X) ←
O lsigns member(G, X) ∧ CAS lsigns owner(G, O), Y , Z)
CAS signs srelease(CAS signs authgroup(R, G) ←
O lsigns authgroup(R, G) ∧ CAS lsigns owner(R, O), Y , Z)

of X, and “X 6= Y ” ∈ W for every pair of distinct choices of X
and Y .
The fact “CAS lsigns srelease(CAS signs auth(X, Y ), Alice,
Bob)” is not ground: variables and metavariables cannot occur anywhere in a ground formula or in a possible world.
D EFINITION 3 (I NTERPRETATION ). A PeerAccess interpretation I is a set containing one local interpretation for each peer, i.e.,
I = {(j, Ij ) | j ∈ N }. Peer j’s interpretation is Ij = (Wj , Sj ),
where Wj is a set of possible worlds and Sj is a set of rules directly
signed by other peers.
Wj is a set of possible worlds because correct local reasoning
about authorization in an open system requires an open world assumption.2
We define the truth of a formula in I as follows, where A is the
name of an arbitrary peer:
D EFINITION 4

(|=, M ODEL ).

1. I |=A φ, for a logically signed ground rule φ of the form
f ← f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fm , iff for each world W in WA , either
f ∈ W or for some 1 ≤ j ≤ m, fj 6∈ W .
2. I |=A φ, for a logically signed non-ground rule φ, iff for
every ground instance φ0 of φ, I |=A φ0 .

To convince Bob that she can access the shake table, Alice will
need to convince him that CAS lsigns auth(shaketable, Alice). From
3. I |=A φ, for a directly signed rule φ, iff both of the following
CAS-DB’s facts and rules, it follows that “CAS lsigns auth(shaketable,
hold:
Alice)” is true at CAS-DB. However, CAS-DB can only send directly signed atoms and rules in messages, and “CAS signs auth(shaketable,
• φ ∈ SA iff φ is directly signed by A;
Alice)” is not true at CAS-DB. Thus, if CAS-DB wants to be help• I |=A φ0 , where φ0 is the logically signed counterpart
ful, it must give Alice a set of atoms and rules from which it folof φ.
lows that CAS lsigns auth(shaketable, Alice). The release policies
given above authorize CAS-DB to release all relevant information
4. I |=A Φ, for a set Φ of rules, iff for all φ ∈ Φ, I |=A φ. In
except “earthquakeOwner signs member(earthquake, Alice)” and
this case, we say that I is a model of Φ at A and Φ is true
“Bob signs authgroup(shaketable, earthquake)”. To release these
in IA .
atoms, “earthquakeOwner lsigns srelease(earthquakeOwner signs
member(earthquake, Alice), CAS-DB, Alice)” and “Bob lsigns sre5. I |= P, for a global KB P, iff for all peers A ∈ N , I |=A
lease(Bob signs authgroup(shaketable, earthquake), CAS-DB, AlPA . In this case, we say that I is a model of P and P is true
ice)” must be true at CAS-DB. Further, for Alice to make use of
in I.
the information CAS-DB gives her, she must be able to release it as
well. This need implies that CAS-DB should have cached release
The preceding definition of an interpretation holds for any inpolicies from earthquakeOwner and Bob, because it will need these
stantiation of the PeerAccess framework. For this paper’s instantipolicies every time it receives a query about access, and it will reation, each interpretation must also satisfy three requirements that
ceive such queries constantly. If for some reason such policies are
are specific to the srelease predicate. In the statements of these renot already cached at CAS-DB, CAS-DB can query for them auquirements, A and B are arbitrary peers; C, D, and E are arbitrary
tomatically using the proof hints mechanism described in section
peers or variables; φ is a rule directly signed by B; and f1 through
7. The same is true of the release policies that Alice will need for
fn are arbitrary facts, with n ≥ 0. Note that the truth of an srelease
those same atoms.
rule does not depend on whether the formula to be released is true
The PeerAccess framework can be instantiated with a release
or false.
predicate different from srelease if CAS should have the author2
ity to override the wishes of the group and resource owner in reWith a closed world assumption, we could have the following sceleasing group membership lists and lists of authorized groups, or
nario: A university U delegates all responsibility to its registrar R
if CAS-DB’s release of “O signs authgroup(R, G)” should require
for determining who is a student: “U lsigns student(X) ← R lsigns
student(X)”. U does not maintain any lists of students itself. Unthe permission of R’s owner as well as O.
der a closed world assumption, “U lsigns student(Alice) ← U lsigns
student(Bob)” is true at U, because U does not know that Bob is a
student. If U signs and sends this true rule to Alice, and Alice ob5. PEERACCESS SEMANTICS
tains proof that Bob is a student, then Alice will have a proof of
U lsigns student(Alice), which U never intended. An open world
D EFINITION 2 (P OSSIBLE WORLD ). A possible world W is
assumption prevents this rule from ever being true at U (because U
a set of logically signed ground facts that satisfies the Herbrand
has possible worlds where Bob is a student), thereby preventing its
domain assumption, i.e., “X = X” ∈ W for every ground choice
dissemination in messages.

1. (A peer can send any directly signed rule to itself or to the
rule’s signer.) If I |=A φ, where φ is directly signed by B,
then I |=A B lsigns srelease(φ, A, B) and I |=A B lsigns
srelease(φ, A, A). The former condition guarantees that B
cannot repudiate a proof provided by A, by claiming that he
does not have φ. The latter condition avoids certain awkward
theoretical situations.
2. (If Bob authorizes Carla to disseminate a piece of information under certain conditions, Bob should allow Carla to find
out that she is authorized to do so.) Recall that we prohibited the user from writing srelease rules for srelease rules,
because they are hard to write and understand; our intent is
that such rules should be generated automatically, using this
principle and the one that follows. If I |=A φ, where φ is of
the form “B lsigns srelease(ψ, C, D) ← f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fn ”, then
I |=A B lsigns srelease(φ, A, C). Here Alice is allowed to
release Bob’s release rule φ to Carla, because φ authorizes
Carla to release information under certain conditions.
3. (If Bob authorizes Carla to release a piece of information to
Doug, and Bob also authorizes Doug to release it to Edward,
then Carla is allowed to know that Doug can release this info
to Edward, and the release policy itself can be forwarded
from Carla to Doug.) If I |=A B lsigns srelease(φ, C, D) ←
f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fn and I |=A ψ, where ψ is of the form “B lsigns
srelease(φ, D, E) ← f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fn ”, then I |=A B lsigns
srelease(ψ, A, C).
One can view the evolution of a global KB over time as being
represented by a sequence I 1 , I 2 , . . ., where each evolution step
corresponds to a set of messages being sent in parallel between
peers. Each such message can add formulas to the local KBs, but
the contents of the local KBs are bounded above: there are only
so many new messages that can be sent. As a result, for each legal initial global KB there is exactly one canonical model, written
P, which is the interpretation representing the maximal attainable
state of knowledge across all peers. (In this paper, we do not allow
peers to delete formulas from their KBs, or to insert formulas other
than those that arrive in messages.) Each KB also has one unique
isolated model, written P, which represents each peers’ maximal
local knowledge before receiving any message from others. The
following definitions present fundamental operations on interpretations, along with theorems and proofs regarding their properties.
D EFINITION 5 (U NION O PERATOR ⊕). For two interpretations
I and I 0 and peer A, we define
0
0
0
IA ⊕ I A
= ((WA ∪ WA
) , (SA ∩ SA
))
0
I ⊕ I 0 = {(B, IB ⊕ IB
) | B ∈ N }.

P ROPOSITION 1 (M ODEL C LOSURE U NDER U NION ). The
union I ⊕ I 0 of any two models of P is still a model of P.
Proof. Let I and I 0 be two of P’s models, and φ be any rule in PA .
It immediately follows that φ is true in both I and I 0 . Consider the
following cases.
1. If φ is a ground logically signed rule, then φ is satisfied in
every possible world in WA and in WA0 ; thus φ is satisfied
in every possible world in WA ∪ WA0 ; therefore φ is true in
I ⊕ I 0 at A.
2. Consequently, if φ is a logically signed rule, all its ground
instances will be true in I ⊕ I 0 at A; thus φ is true in I ⊕ I 0
at A.

3. If φ is a directly signed rule, its logically signed version is
true in I ⊕ I 0 at A; if φ is not self-signed, then it is also in
0
0
both SA and SA
, which means φ ∈ SA ∩ SA
; therefore φ is
true in I ⊕ I 0 at A.
We conclude that I ⊕ I 0 is a model for P.
D EFINITION 6 (I NTERSECTION O PERATOR
terpretations I and I 0 and peer A, we define
IA

). For two in-

0
0
0
IA
= ((WA ∩ WA
) , (SA ∪ SA
))

and further define
I

I 0 = {(B, IB

0
IB
) | B ∈ N }.

P ROPOSITION 2 (M ODEL C LOSURE U NDER I NTERSECTION ).
The intersection I I 0 of any two models of P is still a model of
P.
This proposition can be proved using the arguments in the proof of
the previous proposition.
D EFINITION 7 ( R ELATION ). For two interpretations I and
I 0 and an arbitrary peer A, we define
0
IA  I A

0
0
iff (WA ⊇ WA
) and(SA ⊂ SA
).

0
Then we define I  I 0 iff for all B ∈ N , IB  IB
. We call I 0 an
upper bound for I.

The relation  is reflexive, transitive, and anti-symmetric, hence
it is a partial order on interpretations. As examples, we have (I ⊕
I 0 )  I, and I  (I I 0 ). The partial order has a maximal element
I ∞ , in which each peer has no possible worlds and a set containing
all directly signed non-self-signed rules. We further define I ≺ I 0
iff I  I 0 and I 6= I 0 .
D EFINITION 8 (I SOLATED M ODEL ). The union of all models
of KB P is its isolated model, written P.
The isolated model reflects the viewpoint of each peer, considering only that peer’s local knowledge. A peer’s local reasoning is
performed with respect to its portion of an isolated model.
D EFINITION 9 (R ELEASABILITY ). A rule φ directly signed
by peer B is releasable from peer A to C in interpretation I iff φ
is true at IA and I |=A B lsigns srelease(φ, A, C).
D EFINITION 10 (S TABILIZED I NTERPRETATION ). An interpretation I is stabilized iff for all peers A, B, and C and all rules
φ that are directly signed by B, if φ is releasable from A to C, then
φ is true in I at C.
Intuitively speaking, every interesting message has already been
sent in a stabilized interpretation.
D EFINITION 11 (M ESSAGES ). We define global, local, (maximum) legal, and new messages as follows:
1. A global message M = {(A, MA ) | A ∈ N }, where MA
is a finite set of directly signed rules. A rule m in MA is a
local message for peer A. We omit the terms “global” and
“local” when the intent is clear from the context.
2. M is a new message for interpretation I iff there exists a peer
A and rule φ ∈ MA , such that I 6|=A φ.

3. M is a legal message for interpretation I iff for all peers A
and all rules φ ∈ MA , there exists a peer B such that φ is
releasable in I from B to A.
4. M is the maximum legal message for I iff for every legal
0
message M 0 for I and for all peers A, MA
⊆ MA .
A global message is also a PeerAccess KB.
D EFINITION 12 (T RANSITION AND S UCCESSORS ). We define
immediate successor relation ⇒ (leads to), transition sequence,
fairness and eagerness as follows.
1. Interpretation I 0 is an immediate successor of I, denoted
I ⇒ I 0 , iff there exists a legal message M for I such that
(I M ) = I 0 . In this case, we say I leads to I 0 by message M , and M sends m to I 0 at A when m ∈ MA . I 0 is a
non-trivial successor of I if M is a new message for I.
2. A sequence I1 , I2 , . . . of interpretations is a transition sequence iff I 1 ⇒ I 2 ⇒ · · · .
3. A transition sequence is fair iff for each choice of j > 0,
each legal message M j for I j , every peer A, and every
j
rule m ∈ MA
, there exists an interpretation I l in the sequence that leads to I l+1 by sending legal message M l , and
l
m ∈ MA
. The intuition is that every possible local message gets sent during the sequence, within a finite number of
transitions.
An interpretation can have more than one immediate successor.
Note that if I ⇒ I 0 , then I  I 0 .
D EFINITION 13 (U PPER B OUND ). Let Seq be an infinite sequence of interpretations I 1 , I 2 , . . . such that I 1  I 2  . . .. I is
an upper bound of Seq iff for all j, I j  I.
P ROPOSITION 3 (U PPER B OUND U NION C LOSURE WITH ).
If I  I a and I  I b , then I  (I a ⊕ I b ).
2. The union L L0 of two upper bounds for an interpretation
sequence Seq is still an upper bound for Seq.
Proof. (Part 1) Let W, W a , and W b be the corresponding sets of
possible worlds and let S, S a , and S b be the corresponding sets
of directly signed formulas. For all choices of peers A, I  I a
and I  I b imply that W ⊇ W a and W ⊇ W b ; thus W ⊇
(W a ∪ W b ). We obtain S ⊆ (S a ∩ S b ) similarly, and conclude
that I  (I a ⊕ I b ). (Part 2) The desired result follows by applying
Part 1 to all interpretations in the sequence.
D EFINITION 14 (F IXPOINT ). Let Seq be an infinite sequence
of interpretations I 1 , I 2 , . . . such that I 1  I 2  . . .. The union
I ∗ of all upper bounds for Seq is Seq’s fixpoint.
For every upper bound I for Seq, I ∗  I. Note that Seq does not
necessarily include the fixpoint.
Let Seq be an infinite transition sequence P, I 1 , I 2 , . . .. We say
that Seq is a transition sequence for P.
D EFINITION 15 (C ANONICAL M ODEL ). P’s canonical model,
written P, is the intersection of the fixpoints of all the transition sequences for P.
T HEOREM 1 (P EER ACCESS C ONFLUENCE T HEOREM ). For
each infinite transition sequence Seq for P and its fixpoint I ∗ , we
have:

1. I ∗  P.
2. I ∗ = P iff Seq is a fair transition sequence.
Proof. (Part 1.) By definition, P is the intersection of I ∗ and
others, thus I ∗  P.
(Part 2.) Represent any two of these fair sequences E and F as
E 1 = P, E 2 , ..., and F 1 = P, F 2 , ....
Let m be a member of the set of directly signed formulas in
sequence E’s fixpoint E ∗ at peer A. Then m has to be in some
E i ’s set of directly signed formulas at A. Otherwise, we can have
an upper bound E + that has the same possible worlds and set of
directly signed formulas as E ∗ , except that m is not in E + ’s set
of directly signed formulas at A. In that case E +  E ∗ , which
contradicts the fact that E ∗ is the fixpoint. So we can assume m
first appears in E at E i and is sent from B at E i−1 .
Let the tuple (x, P , A), called a message delivery, represent the
fact that that peer P sent a local message x to A at transition E i−1 .
Let S be an empty stack, and push (m, B, A) onto S. Then for
each peer P that sent B a message during stage E i−2 , push a tuple
(x, P , B) onto the stack. Repeat the process for each message that
a peer P 0 sent to P or B at stage E i−3 . Continue the process back
through each stage, pushing messages sent by (potentially more
and more) peers, until all relevant messages from the first stage
have been pushed.
The resulting stack shows how m came to be delivered to A.
Each message in the stack is legal (releasable) if all messages above
it in the stack have already been sent. If we pop messages off the
stack one by one, we get a finite sequence of legal message deliveries, (m1 , B 1 , A1 ), (m2 , B 2 , A2 ), . . ., (m, B, A.) Because F 1
equals E1, m1 must be releasable at F 1 from A1 to B 1 . Under
the fairness assumption, this legal message must be sent at some
point in F ; say it happens at F r . After that point, m2 is releasable
from A2 to B 2 , and the same argument as used for m1 implies that
m2 is eventually sent in F . Repeating this argument, we find that
1.
eventually m is sent in F ; say this happens in F k at A. Then m is
also in F ∗ at A, as otherwise we would have a fixpoint F +  F ∗ .
We conclude that E ∗ and F ∗ have the same sets of directly signed
formulas.
E and F start with the same set of possible worlds at A, and
every time a message is received at A, the elimination of possible
worlds (by intersecting with all possible worlds implied by the received messages at A) is determined by the set of messages in A.
If a possible world w is in E 1 at A, but not in E ∗ at A, then it
must be eliminated from some E i at A because of a message m
received by E i at A. As we have proved, m also gets delivered to
some F j , which eliminates w from F j at A and all F j ’s successors. Thus w is not in F ∗ at A either. We conclude that E ∗ = F ∗ ,
which means that all of P’s fair transition sequences have the same
fixpoint, written F.
We can use the same arguments to show that every local message
sent to A in an unfair transition sequence is also present in the set
of directly signed formulas at A in the fixpoint of a fair transition
sequence, but not the other way around. Thus any unfair transition
sequence’s fixpoint F 0 ≺ F, which means F F 0 = F. As P
is defined as the union of all transition sequences’ fixpoints, we
conclude that P = F.
For the other direction, we have already proved that for any unfair sequence for P and resulting fixpoint F 0 , we have F 0  P. It
follows that if a sequence’s fixpoint is P, then this sequence must
be a fair sequence.

6. PROOF THEORY

We now turn our attention from what is true in the interpretations
of PeerAccess knowledge bases to what is provable.
D EFINITION 16 ((L OCAL ) D ERIVATION ). We have the following local derivation rules to derive new information inside a particular peer A’s KB, PA :
• Instantiation. From a logically signed rule φ in PA , derive
an instance of φ.
• Modus ponens. From the logically signed rule f ← f1 ∧
· · · ∧ fm and facts f1 through fm , derive f .
• Signature. From a rule logically signed by A, derive its directly signed counterpart.

• Instantiation. If a logically signed rule φ is true in P at A,
then every instance of it is present in every possible world of
P at A, so every instance of it is also true in P at A.
• Modus ponens. For every logically signed rule φ of the form
f ← f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fm and facts f1 through fm , let f10 through
0
fm
be corresponding ground instances. For every world w of
0
P at A, as all f10 through fm
are present in w, if f 0 is not in
w, then the rule φ is not true in w, which is a contradiction.
We conclude that f 0 is in w and f is true in P at A.
• Signature. If a ground rule φ logically signed by A is true
in P at A, the model theoretic definition of directly signed
rules tells us that φ’s directly signed counterpart is also true
at A.

• Self-release. From a rule φ directly signed by B, derive “B
lsigns srelease(φ, A, B)” and “B lsigns srelease(φ, A, A)”.

• Release. The remaining local derivation rules are for the
srelease predicate, and their soundness follows immediately
from
the model theoretic constraints on srelease.
• srelease-1. From a rule φ of the form “B lsigns srelease(ψ, C, D) ←
f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fn ”, derive “B lsigns srelease(φ, A, C)”, where
Thus φ is also true in P at A, and we conclude that P |=A φ.
B, C, and D are arbitrary peers.
T HEOREM 3 (L OCAL C OMPLETENESS ). For any KB P and
• srelease-2. From a rule of the form “B lsigns srelease(φ, C, D)
ground rule φ, if P |=A φ, then PA `A φ.
← f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fn ” and a rule ψ of the form “B lsigns
srelease(φ, D, E) ← f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fn ”, derive
Proof. Since peer A has a finite set of local rules at each point,
“B lsigns srelease(ψ, A, C)”, where B, C, D, and E are
this completeness result can be shown in the same way as the comarbitrary peers.
pleteness results for general logic programs, with the exception of
proofs regarding the srelease predicate. For that predicate, each
1
n
A sequence PA
, . . . , PA
of peer A’s KBs is a (local) derivation
point of its model-theoretic definitions corresponds directly to a
i+1
i
sequence for peer A if PA can be obtained from PA by applying
proof-theoretic counterpart, so the completeness of reasoning about
at most one derivation rule, for all 1 ≤ i < n.
srelease follows immediately from the definition of `.
D EFINITION 17 ((G LOBAL ) D ERIVATION ). For peers A and
B with KBs PA and PB respectively, we have the following global
derivation rule.
• Message. From a set Φ ⊆ PA of rules such that for each
φ ∈ Φ, φ is directly signed by some peer C and “C lsigns
srelease(φ, A, B)” ∈ PA , derive Φ in PB .
A sequence P 1 , . . . , P n of global KBs is a (global) derivation sequence if for all peers A and all 1 ≤ i < n, either (1) the sequence
i+1
i+1
i
can be
is a local derivation sequence for A, or (2) PA
PA
, PA
i
obtained from PB , for some peer B, through an application of the
message derivation rule.
D EFINITION 18. A KB P derives a rule φ at peer A, written
P `A φ, iff there exists a derivation sequence P 1 , . . . , P n such
n
that φ ∈ PA
. Then P 1 , . . . , P n is a proof for φ at A. When only
local derivation rules are used in this proof, we write PA `A φ.
Proofs that use only local derivations describe the access control process from a particular peer’s point of view. Proofs that use
global derivations describe what could happen in the system, so are
useful for analyzing safety and liveness. We next argue that each
KB’s local proofs are sound and complete for the isolated model P;
and accordingly, so are the global proofs for the canonical model
P.
T HEOREM 2 (L OCAL S OUNDNESS ). For any KB P, rule φ,
and peer A, if PA `A φ, then P |=A φ.
Proof. When only the local derivation rules are used, derivation
in PeerAccess becomes similar to derivation in an ordinary logic
program. We prove its local soundness by arguing for the soundness of each derivation rule.

T HEOREM 4 (G LOBAL S OUNDNESS ). For any KB P, peer
A, and rule φ, if P `A φ, then P |=A φ.
Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on the number of
steps of the proof. If the proof has one step, then φ ∈ P, and
the theorem holds. Otherwise, assume that it holds for all proofs
of length less than n, and now consider the nth and final step in
deriving φ at peer A.
1. When a local derivation rule is used to derive φ, the Local
Soundness Theorem tells us that φ is true in P at A. As
P  P, we know φ is true in P at A.
2. When a global derivation rule is used to derive φ, peer A
gets a message m containing φ. In this case, P becomes P 0
after the message is received. Let M be a global message
with MA = {m}, and with the empty set for all other local
messages. Then P 0 becomes P M after M is received,
and m is true in P 0 at A. By the Fixpoint Theorem, we know
that P 0  P, so m is also true in P at A.
By the induction hypothesis, we conclude that the theorem holds
for proofs of all lengths.
T HEOREM 5 (G LOBAL C OMPLETENESS ). For any KB P and
ground rule φ, if P |=A φ, then P ` φ.
Proof. Suppose that φ is true in the canonical model P. Consider
a fair transition sequence Seq = I 1 , I 2 , . . . with fixpoint P; such
a sequence must exist, because φ is ground and P is finite. Let j
j
be the first point in Seq in which φ is true in IA
. If j = 1, then
we have φ in the initial local interpretation of PA , and by the Local
Completeness Theorem, the current theorem follows. Otherwise,
by the induction hypothesis, let us assume that for every rule ψ

that is true at some peer B in I k , for 1 ≤ k < j, the theorem
holds; in other words, we have a proof of ψ at B in the canonical
model. By the definition of a transition sequence, a finite set of
rules must have been sent to peer A in a new legal message, causing
the transition from I j−1 to I j . Consider any member r of this set
that was not already in the set of directly signed non-self-signed
rules in I j−1 . Recall that B can only send r to A if r is directly
signed and releasable, i.e., r is true at B and either A signed r,
A = B, or “C lsigns srelease(r, B, A)” is true at B. In the current
situation, A 6= B, because r is not in the set of directly signed nonself-signed rules in I j−1 . Similarly, A cannot be the signer of r.
Thus it must be the case that “C lsigns srelease(r, B, A)” is true at
B in I j−1 . By the induction hypothesis, we have a proof for r at B
in the canonical model of P. By the induction hypothesis, we also
have a proof in the canonical model for every rule r that was true
at A in I j−1 .
Consider the set m of all new directly signed non-self-signed
rules that arrived at A during the transition between I j−1 and I j .
Given that φ is true in I j but not in I j−1 , one possibility is that φ
is in m. In that case, by the induction hypothesis, we have a proof
of φ at B in the canonical model. By the message derivation rule,
we also have a proof of φ at A in the canonical model.
Otherwise, we have φ 6∈ m, so φ must not be directly signed
by another peer. Consider the KB K that consists of the initial KB
P, plus every legal new message sent in the transitions up to and
including the transition to I j . The Local Completeness Theorem
tells us that if φ is true at A in the isolated model of K, then there
is a proof of φ at A for K. φ must be true in the isolated model of
K, because K captures all the messages sent to any peer since the
first transition of the system. Further, by the induction hypothesis,
we have a proof of every formula that is in K but is not in P. We
can take the proof of φ in K, and extend it by prefacing it with the
proofs of all the formulas in K that are used in the proof of φ in the
isolated model of φ but are not present in P (by the definition of a
proof, this set of formulas must be finite), to create a proof of φ in
the canonical model of P.

7.

HINTS FOR PROOFS AND QUERIES

The preceding sections have talked about what is true and provable at peers, without considering whether the peers are willing to
construct the proofs or determine the truths. If Alice needs to determine whether φ is true and is unable to do so on her own, in
some applications Alice could ask every other peer in the system
for help. However, in the real world there are typically so many
peers that Alice would not want to take the time to ask all of them
for help, and most peers would be unwilling to help her anyway.
Alice uses her proof hints to restrict her search to peers where she
has a reasonable chance of getting help. For this purpose, each
PeerAccess peer’s knowledge base contains a section devoted to
proof hints, which are metalevel facts and rules that suggest which
peers Alice should ask for help as she tries to determine whether
certain atoms and rules are true.
Each proof hint takes the form “A signs find(φ, B, C) ← f1 ∧
· · · ∧ fn ,” or its logically signed counterpart, where A is a peer
name, B and C are peer names or variables, “find” is a metalevel
proof hint predicate, φ is a rule, and f1 through fn are base or
proof hint facts. Intuitively, if a peer Alice is trying to prove φ,
the hint “Bob signs find(φ, Alice, Carla) ← f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fn ” means
that Bob suggests that Alice ask Carla about φ, under conditions f1
through fn . Much as we disallowed srelease policies for srelease
policies, we disallow proof hints for finding proof hints, because
the additional layer of indirection adds no interesting expressive
capability and complicates execution at run time.

Alice can define broker predicates and use them to describe how
to use them to find proof hints:
Alice:
Alice lsigns NeesGridBrkr(David)
Alice lsigns NeesGridBrkr(Edith)
Alice lsigns find(O lsigns auth(R, X), Alice, B) ←
Alice lsigns NeesGridResource(R) ∧ Alice lsigns NeesGridBrkr(B)
These formulas say that when Alice is trying to prove that she or
her proxy is authorized to access a NeesGrid resource, she should
ask one of the NeesGrid brokers for help, by sending the broker
her query. If Alice asks David whether Alice can access the shake
table (using the query ?O lsigns auth(shaketable, Alice), as defined
in the next section), David could in theory respond with a yes or no
answer. However, if David really is a broker, he will not answer the
query directly. Instead David will give Alice a new proof hint, e.g.,
“David signs find(Bob signs auth(shaketable, Alice), Alice, Bob)”.
As another example, for CAS-DB to ask resource owners for
permission to release atoms about their authorized groups, CASDB could use the following proof hint:
CAS-DB lsigns find(
O signs srelease(O signs authgroup(R, G), CAS-DB, X),
CAS-DB, O)
← CAS lsigns owner(R, O)
If David sends Alice a proof hint, then the proof hint must have
been releasable. The releasability of proof hints is determined exactly as for base predicates, and the semantics and derivation rules
presented in the previous sections remain unchanged; the truth of
a proof hint formula does not depend on whether the formula to
be proved is true or false. The impact of proof hints lies in their
effect on a peer’s run-time behavior, which is a tunable feature of
the PeerAccess framework. For example, proof hints can be used
to encode a more modular version of the credential discovery type
system of [18], as rules that say that if a credential is of type issuertraces-all, we should ask by asking the prospective signer for the
credential; if it is of type subject-traces-all, we should start by asking the prospective owner for it; and so on. Whether and how a
peer makes use of proof hints is governed by the event-conditionaction rules for that peer in the PeerAccess framework. For the
purposes of this paper, we will use a single such rule for all peers:
when Alice is unable to make headway on determining the truth of
a fact, she does not give up until she has asked for help by querying
each peer recommended by any proof hint in her local knowledge
base. More precisely, if Alice is trying to determine whether φ is
true and is unable to do so using her local knowledge base, she will
send the query ?φ to each peer P such that P 0 lsigns find(φ, Alice,
P ) is true at Alice, for any peer P 0 . In this paper, Alice will not ask
other peers for additional proof hints for φ if the hints that she has
do not lead to proofs of φ.
In even the smallest examples, proof hints of the form “Alice
lsigns find(P lsigns Φ, Alice, P )”, where Φ is a metavariable,
would cause Alice to issue a huge number of queries whenever
she got stuck during proof construction—queries not only about
each leaf of the proof tree under construction, but also about each
interior node. To protect Alice from a denial of service attack by
purveyors of proof hints that instruct Alice to ask all peers, Alice
should use her exposure policies to limit the set of proof hints she
allows into her KB, and she should use ECA rules that require the
signer of a proof hint that she acts upon to have a good rating from
a reputation service that she trusts (modeled as an additional peer
or peers who sign ratings). Even in the small examples used in this

paper, we cannot allow Bob to have a proof hint that directs him
to always ask the signer of a fact for help when trying to prove the
fact—this would cause him to contact CAS or CAS-DB himself,
rather than having Alice do the work for him. We will show how
to use proof hints in the CAS examples once we have discussed the
format and handling of queries.
In PeerAccess, peer ECA rules control the choice of “pull” or
“push” paradigms of information dispersal. For the pull paradigm,
a query takes the form ?f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fn , where each fi is a fact or
a rule delimited by parentheses, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The meaning of
a ground conjunctive formula is defined in the traditional manner:
the formula is true at a peer if all conjuncts are true at that peer.
In this paper, we will assume that all queries are releasable, i.e., A
lsigns srelease(?Φ, X, Y ) is true at every peer A, and we will omit
the definition of query releasability.
The conjunctive form of a query allows Alice to ask CAS-DB
whether CAS signs a particular fact, and include a statement about
the purpose that she intends to use that signed fact for (in the form
of a proposed release policy for the fact). For example, Alice
may query CAS-DB with ?(CAS lsigns auth(shaketable, Alice) ∧
(CAS lsigns srelease(CAS lsigns auth(shaketable, Alice), Alice,
shaketable))). A more voluminous set of rules in the query would
allow Alice to explain that she will only give CAS’s authorization
statement to her proxies and to the shaketable. Because PeerAccess peers can choose to ignore queries, a peer may choose not to
respond to a query that lacks an acceptable purpose. If it is important to support nonrepudiation of queries (e.g., for legal purposes),
then we can require that queries be signed; in this paper, we do not
consider that option.
The run-time behavior of a set of peers, as encoded in their proof
hints, exposure policies, and ECA rules, depends on the peers’ designers’ choice of run-time strategies, such as the proposals put
forth by [2, 4, 14, 25]. Different strategies have different conventions for what the acceptable responses are to a query. For example,
SD3 adopts the convention that Bob’s response must be such that
Alice never has to ask Bob the same query again as she continues to
work on getting all the answers to her query [14]. The proposal of
[2] guarantees complete query answers, under an assumption that
peers are fully cooperative. We intend PeerAccess to be customizable to support all of these proposed strategies and the many others
that will be proposed in the future; each such proposal can guarantee (or not) properties such as termination, safety, and liveness in
its own way. Thus the only query answer requirement PeerAccess
imposes is that every answer must be an ordinary message (directly
signed, releasable, and true at the sender). This allows Bob’s queryanswering behavior to range from non-response to sending back all
releasable information already in his KB plus everything he can
glean from other peers, whether or not it is relevant to the query. In
our remaining space, we cannot investigate any strategy in detail,
but we will revisit example 1 to see the effect of proof hints and
queries on an SD3-like run-time strategy.

Example 1c. (Bob makes and signs his own authorization decisions, relying on directly signed CAS statements in his internal
reasoning.) Alice starts the interaction by sending Bob the query
?Bob lsigns auth(shaketable, Alice). Bob’s KB contains the following, plus three additional release rules for the auth predicate:
Bob:
Bob lsigns auth(shaketable, X) ← CAS signs auth(shaketable, X)
Bob lsigns find(CAS signs auth(shaketable, X), X, CAS)
← X 6= Bob
Bob lsigns srelease(
Bob signs find(CAS signs auth(shaketable, X), X, CAS)

← X 6= Bob, Y , Z)
Bob’s exposure policies allow him to receive queries about shake
table authorizations from individual parties who would like to be
authorized. Bob is configured so that he tries to prove “Bob signs
auth(shaketable, Alice)” when he receives Alice’s query.
Bob checks to see if “Bob lsigns auth(shaketable, Alice)” is already in his KB (signature derivation rule), and finds that it is not.
Next he looks for rules that will allow him to expand the lsigned
version of his goal (modus ponens derivation rule), and finds his
CAS delegation rule. Then his effort shifts to proving “CAS signs
auth(shaketable, Alice)”, which is not in his KB. It is not a selfsigned formula, so an lsigned version of the formula would not
help. He has no rules that allow him to expand this proof goal. Bob
is stuck, and there are no other rules that allow him to expand his
original proof goal.
Since his local proof attempts have failed, Bob looks for proof
hints in his KB that will tell him how to prove any of his proof
goals, or that suggest sources for new rules to use in expanding
his current set of proof goals. He has only one proof hint, and its
preconditions are not satisfied. Bob is not configured to look for
additional proof hints at run time, so his proof attempts have ended
in failure. This is exactly the desired outcome: Bob wants Alice
to do the work of querying CAS. In accordance with SD3’s principles, Bob sends Alice sufficient information that she will not have
to ask him the same query again (except to get his direct signature
on his authorization); he sends her “Bob signs auth(shaketable, X)
← CAS signs auth(shaketable, X)”, after proving that this formula
is releasable (signature rule). Bob is configured to send along all releasable proof hints that are possibly relevant to his answers, so he
also sends his proof hint. (It would not be unreasonable in this case
for Bob to be configured to send Alice every releasable formula in
his KB. Or Bob might respond with the counterquery ?CAS signs
auth(Alice, shaketable).)
Alice is configured with an exposure policy that allows her to accept Bob’s query and his associated proof hint, which she adds to
her KB. In attempting to answer Bob’s query, her local knowledge
immediately fails her and she makes use of Bob’s proof hint, which
tells her to query CAS. CAS accepts queries from parties who are
asking whether they are authorized to access resources that CAS
knows about. Thus CAS accepts Alice’s query, and tries to prove
“CAS signs auth(shaketable, Alice)” using local inference. If CAS
answers the query by sending Alice “CAS signs auth(shaketable,
Alice)”, then Alice can push that fact to Bob and repeat her earlier
query. (If CAS does not give Alice a suitable release policy for
her to push that fact to Bob, she can query CAS for the policy she
needs: ?CAS signs srelease(CAS signs auth(shaketable, Alice), Alice, Bob).) This time, Bob can use the instantiation, modus ponens,
and signature derivation rules to prove “Bob signs auth(shaketable,
Alice)”. Bob is configured to send this signed fact to Alice, after
proving that it is releasable (instantiation and modus ponens derivation rules). If he is also configured to send her all associated release
policies, then she will be able to send the authorization fact to anyone. If he does not automatically send her the release policy, she
and her proxies will have to query him for release permission each
time they send out the authorization fact.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a brief overview of the PeerAccess framework, concentrating on its handling of base and release policies,
and shown how it can be used in reasoning about the behavior of
resource owners, their clients, and the Community Authorization
Service deployed on supercomputing grids. We have also presented

a formal semantics and proof theory for PeerAccess, and shown
their equivalence in the Appendix.
The features of PeerAccess were motivated by our need to model
certain run-time authorization activities supported in the Grid Security Infrastructure. To meet these needs, PeerAccess allows one
to model the local reasoning of individual peers who are unaware
of the internal state of other peers. PeerAccess also allows one to
reason about possible future global evolution of the system (e.g.,
for safety or liveness analysis). PeerAccess supports peer autonomy in choice of run-time behavior; this behavior is encoded in
individual peers’ ECA rules, exposure policies, and proof hints,
and expressed in a peer’s choice of pushing or pulling information,
its willingness to accept pushed information and queries, and how
hard it will work to answer the queries it accepts (i.e., what other
peers it is willing to contact for help). Peers can easily describe
their purpose in asking a query, and the answering peer can easily limit the purposes for which the answers will be used (subject
to voluntary compliance). PeerAccess offers an extensible set of
features, including the ability to model a variety of kinds of information release policies (including the sticky release policies used
in the CAS examples); non-repudiable, verifiable communications
between peers; easy ways to limit a peer’s effort to prove a conclusion, and to direct its efforts in the most promising directions,
through the use of proof hints; modeling of the interface a peer exposes to the outside world, through exposure policies; and potential
easy extension of the underlying language for particular scenarios,
such as constraint Datalog, simple forms of negation, or additional
types of policies, such as audit policies. Total freedom in peer behavior can lead to total chaos in run-time results, and PeerAccess
offers an excellent base for modeling, comparing, and experimenting with different proposals for controlling peer run-time behavior
through multi-party trust negotiation strategies and credential discovery algorithms.
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